
In The Name Of Allah The Beneficent The Merciful 

(O you who believe! Fear ALLAH and say 

the straightforward word) 

 [Al-Ahzab : 70] 

 

Declaration of Naqshabandia way Men Army's official spokesman 

regarding forced displacement of Iraqis, evacuating Iraq from its 

original components, and changing the political and demographic 

map of Iraqi and the region 

 

Noble people of Iraq. 
People of Arab and Islamic Nation. 
Liberals around the world. 
 
 A news satellite channel had reported, according to its correspondent in 
Iraq as he mentioned aspects of the forced displacement crime; he also 
reported inaccurate and falsification news said to be attached to our 
army, while they are away from the truth which our honest army is known 
for by all Iraqi people's components. 
 
1. We, previously, announced our army's attitude about what is 

happening in Iraq and the serious deviations, and we have warned the 

international community about how dangerous the situation is. Any 

interested person can have a detailed access to these publications 

through the official website of our army. 

2. We see that behind any targeting of any component of our people, 

forced displacement, evacuating Iraqi people, and changing the 

political and demographic map of Iraq and the region, behind it 

external agendas planned by the enemies of Iraq and executed by the 

sectarian government's militias that aim to mix up thing and defeat our 

blessed revolution. 

3. Our army refuses all kinds of forced displacement, evacuating Iraqi 

community's key components, and changing the political and 

demographic map of Iraq and the region. 



4. Our army believes in the right of citizenship and peaceful coexistence 

for all Iraqis with all their various beliefs, nationalisms, affiliations, and 

territories with no discrimination. 

5. Our army is an extension of the previous Iraqi National Army, and its 

associates represent all spectrums and components of the Iraqi 

people. It contains Sunnis & Shi'as; Arab, Kurdish & Turkmen; 

Christians, Yazidis & Sabeas who want to liberate Iraq and free it from 

dependency. 

6. Naqshabandia way is a Sufi religious approach; Sufism is a 

respectable work approach of human being's lifestyle, and it's not a 

monopolism for a particular sector and this way is a moderate 

approach that takes care of heart purification, good morals, live 

conscience, and pure behavior with people. It calls for welfare, love ,& 

peace, and it characterized of being adopted by honest people. It has, 

among its associates, Arabs, Kurds, and Turkmen; and people of other 

respectable Islamic  doctrines. Our army was emerged from the womb 

of this approach, and derived its name out of it, just for identification, 

and to differentiate itself from the sectarian army which formed by the 

sectarian government, so we have used this name to be distinguished. 

It is just like using a name of a city, a tribe or a profession to be 

identified with, i.e. Al-Kufi (belongs to Kufa city), Al-Zubaidi (a person 

from Zubaid tribe), and Al-Najjar (a carpenter), as well as names of 

schools, like Baghdad university, it is not restricted to the residents of 

Baghdad, rather it opens doors to students from all other provinces, 

regardless their religion, nationalism, doctrine. This also applies to 

houses of worshiping, and other establishments. 

7. Our army is not sectarian, racist, doctrinal, or regional, rather it's a 

national army for all Iraqis whom unified by one country and one 

destiny. 

8. Our army's objective is to liberate Iraq from any sort of occupation and 

dependency, which is a common goal for all Iraqis. Our army never 

targets Iraqis, except for those who initiate aggression. 

9. Our on-field operation is independent, and we have no association or 

cooperation with any title that has an external, regional or international 



suspicious agendas on the Iraqi domain, that calls for dividing Iraqi 

land and people on sectarian and racist bases. 

10. Our army firmly refuses any call for dividing Iraq under any title 

whatsoever. 

11. We are not obliged to respond to any call issued by some of falls news 

promoters, and we preserve the right of response on the right time. We 

claim their responsibility before the people and history. 

We call all media men and others in the profession to look after accuracy 

in conveying our army's news, and not to be a mean of mixing up issues 

for goals promoted by Iraq's enemies and the sectarian government, 

especially in this historic stage. We pledge before Allah, His prophet, and 

our Iraqi people to move ahead on the liberation path from all forms of 

sectarian, racism and dependency, in a manner that secures Iraq's unity 

independency, sovereignty, and security; and achieving freedom, justice, 

equality and prosperity of Iraqi people. Allah is the source of success. 
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